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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the spatial dynamics of the
recently discovered time-averaged Poynting localized en-
ergy around antennas using a finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) analysis technique. We consider two-port antenna
systems comprised of: (i) narrowband thin-wire dipoles and
(ii) ultrawideband (UWB) “fat” dipoles based on circular
patches. Using FDTD, we characterize the S-parameters as
well as evaluate the time-averaged localized energy distri-
bution along an observation plane for differentiated Gaus-
sian pulse excitation. Full-wave simulation results provide
critical insight into energy signature manipulation in re-
gions between closely spaced UWB antennas by changing
their relative orientations. It is found that significant de-
parture from S-parameters-based insights is revealed in the
new localized energy data generated here using our method
with practical antenna types as examples.

1 Introduction

The subject of non-propagating energy content around an-
tennas in general has found significant attention in the ap-
plied electromagnetics community, especially emphasiz-
ing upon the antenna stored-energy and quality-factor (Q-
factor) [1]-[5]. The reliance on circuit-theoretic approach
and antenna Q-factor has indeed some engineering impor-
tance in the context of impedance matching of electrically
small antennas (ESAs) [3],[5]. But in the present digital age
where one strives for high data-rates for pulse-like impulse
streams, it is critical to look into the minute details of the
near-zone non-propagating energy for non-resonant ultra-
wideband (UWB) antennas [6]-[7], something that is not
covered in the purview of the traditional Q-factor/reactive
energy approach1. Interestingly, the authors in [4] mention
the requirement to explore “new possibilities for analyzing
radiators in the time domain, namely the ultra-wideband ra-
diators and other systems working in the pulse regime.” In
[10], a new look into the spatial structure of the antenna
near-field is provided by adopting Wilcox-expansion ap-
proach [11]. Also the extremely vital distinctions between

1However, it is important to note here that the underlying ideas of en-
abling transmission of high-information-rate signal using a “narrow-band”
or high Q-factor antennas, are described in [8] from an energy balance and
thermodynamic point of view

antenna near-field energy types like “reactive energy”, “lo-
calized energy” and “recoverable energy” are highlighted
in [9],[10]. In [12], a computational paradigm for estimat-
ing time-domain reactive energy around arbitrary antennas,
is developed by integrating finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) and infinitesimal dipole modelling (IDM) meth-
ods.

In [13], the concept of Poynting localized energy around
antennas, fundamentally different from the traditional an-
tenna reactive energy, was introduced for the first time2.
The computation time-domain reactive energy requires in-
finitesimal dipole modelling (IDM) of radiating antenna
currents, implying that the accuracy of the method de-
pends on proper utilization of suitable equivalence prin-
ciples [12]. But the Poynting localized energy approach
does not deal with any such radiating current approxima-
tion, and directly works with the local interpolated elec-
tric and magnetic fields generated by FDTD time-marching
(see [15] for details), thereby making the computation more
robust as compared to the FDTD-IDM approach. In [16]-
[18], we demonstrated the usefulness of Poynting localized
energy approach in observing the energy dynamics around
slot-loaded printed dipoles or pattern-reconfigurable anten-
nas, and also predicting gain-enhancement in strongly cou-
pled antenna systems (eg. Yagi-Uda arrays). In this pa-
per, we study the Poynting localized energy aspects for both
narrow-band and UWB MIMO antennas, and delve deeper
into the mutual coupling/energy-exchange aspects.

2 Numerical Example and Results

2.1 Narrow-band System Analysis

We start our analysis with a system of two narrow-band
center-fed dipoles (see Fig. 1(a)). Each dipole has length
L1 and are separated by distance a d. The FDTD simula-
tion setup under consideration has cubical spatial grids with
∆x = ∆y = ∆z = ∆ = 1 mm and time-stepping ∆t = 1.533
ps [12],[18]. To first obtain the S-parameter magnitude re-
sponse (|S11| and |S21|) as well as the spatial map of local-
ized energy (i.e. W̄loc (x,y,z)) later on, we use a differenti-

2Note that the Poynting localized energy is also different from Kaiser’s
“relativistic” inertial energy around radiators, which he calls “reactive en-
ergy” (see [14]).



ated Gaussian pulse vdg(t) for exciting the dipoles:

vdg(t) = A1(t− t1)e−(t−t1)2/σ2
1 (1)

where pulse-launch time t1 = 50∆t and spread is σ1 = 5∆t.
The total FDTD transient simulation runs for the time
Tmax = 1200∆t. The simulated S-parameters in Fig. 1(b)
indicate that the dipoles have impedance matching point
(|S11| = −13.58 dB) at f0 = 2.94 GHz, indicating the fun-
damental half-wavelength mode of dipole operation (i.e.
L1 ≈ 0.48λ0).

Figure 1. (a) FDTD simulation setup of a system of two
thin-wire dipoles in free-space with design parameters L1 =
49∆ and d = 28∆, where ∆ = 1mm is the FDTD cubic grid
size. (b) Corresponding frequency responses of simulated
|S11| and |S21|. (c) Normalized localized energy signature
W̄loc (x,y,z) for this two-dipole system on the observation
region (see (a)) of interest along xz-plane. Note that, we
consider dipole-1 to be excited by vdg(t) (see (1)), while
keeping dipole-2 in matched load termination.

Also the port-to-port mutual coupling at this frequency is
|S21| = −10.38 dB, and strongly depends on the spacing
d as shown in Fig. 1(a). As we are analysing the system
for a broadband excitation pulse, one anticipated higher or-
der harmonic response is observed at 9.13 GHz. Fig. 1(c)
shows the corresponding normalized spatial-map of time-
averaged Poynting localized energy W̄loc (x,y,z) along the
plane y = y0, exactly mid-way between the two working
dipoles and indicated by the red-region. Note that, we
would use the same constant to normalize the spatial en-
ergy plots for analyzing the UWB systems next.

2.2 UWB System Analysis

As shown in Fig. 2(a), we transform the two arms of the
thin-wire dipoles (Fig. 1(a)) into circular patches having
radius ≈ 0.25L1. It is well known in UWB antenna com-
munity (see [?]) that such a “fat-dipole” would inherently

lead to wider impedance matching bandwidth3. We con-
sider various two-antenna configurations based on the rela-
tive orientation of these circular patches along the xz and yz-
planes (see Fig. 2). Note that, for all the structures Case-I
to Case-IV as shown in Fig. 2, we keep separation between
individual dipole feed-points the same, but vary the edge-
to-edge separation. In the final structure Case-IV (see Fig.
2(d)), the individual dipole arms are realized by a combi-
nation of two mutually orthogonal circular patches, essen-
tially leading two a three-dimensional dipole structure. Fig.
3(a) demonstrates that this Case-IV configuration provides
the best performance in terms of impedance matching band-
width, by providing |S11|<−10 dB over the popular UWB
operating regime (3.1−10.6 GHz).

Figure 2. FDTD simulation setup for four possible relative
orientations of fat UWB dipoles: (a) Case-I, (b) Case-II,
(c) Case-III and (d) Case-IV. Note that the UWB dipoles
have same design parameters L1 and d for the narrowband
dipoles in Fig. 1(a).

Figure 3. Comparison of simulated frequency responses
of: (a) |S11| and (b) |S21|, for the four configurations shown
in Fig. 2.

Next we critically observe the broadband |S21| response for
the the strongly resonant two-dipole system of Fig. 1(a)
and the UWB dipole systems of Fig. 2, and make some
comments about the mutual coupling and energy exchange,
when short-duration Gaussian pulses are used as excitation

3In this work, we are not interested in design of impedance-matching
Baluns or wide-band tapered sections for feeding purpose. Our main fo-
cus is on exploring the fundamental radiation, energy localization and
coupling issues, therefore we use simple Delta feed-gap based excitation
scheme for the UWB dipoles too.



Figure 4. Normalized localized energy signature
W̄loc (x,y,z) for the two UWB dipole system of Fig. 2 along
the observation xz-plane of interest: (a) Case-I, (b) Case-II,
(c) Case-III and (d) Case-IV. Similar to Fig. 1, in order to
compute W̄loc, we excite the dipole-1 by vdg(t) and termi-
nate the other UWB-dipole by matched load termination.

signal. For the two-dipole configuration of Fig. 1(a), the
port-to-port mutual coupling is significant only in the nar-
row working bands around 3 GHz and 9 GHz (see Fig.
1(b)). When this narrowband system is excited by a short-
duration (i.e. wide-band) pulse like vdg(t), the W̄loc (x,y0,z)
plots are considerably weak. However on the other hand,
the UWB dipole system of Fig. 2(a), bearing the same
center-to-center and edge-to-edge physical separation as
the narrow-band dipole system in Fig. 1(a), has increased
port-to-port mutual coupling (i.e. |S21|) over the wide fre-
quency bandwidth (see Case-I, Fig. 3(b)). Note that, we
make this comparison in the “average” sense by estimat-
ing

∫ f2
f1
|S21( f )|d f , where the observation frequency range

is f1 to f2. One can say that the UWB-dipoles accept the
energy content of the wide-band temporal excitation pulse,
and radiate it over space-time more effectively, resulting in
the enhanced W̄loc (x,y0,z) response along the observation
plane (see Fig. 4(a)), compared to the narrow-band dipole
system.

When at least one UWB dipole in the two-element system is
oriented along the yz-plane, i.e. for Case-II to Case-IV (Fig.
2(b) to Fig. 2(d)), the observation plane is in close proxim-
ity with the dipole edges. This naturally enhances the local-
ized energy considerably as compared to the “face-to-face”
orientation (Fig. 2(a)), which is reflected in general from
the strong “hot-spot” like features in W̄loc (x,y0,z) plots
from Fig. 4(b) to Fig. 4(d). It is evident that there are sig-
nificant differences between Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), which
are the W̄loc (x,y0,z) plots along the observation plane for
respectively the “side-by-side” (Fig. 2(b)) and “mutually
orthogonal” (Fig. 2(c)) orientations of the UWB dipoles. A
quick comparison between Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(d) also
demonstrates the tailoring of spatial localized energy re-

sponses caused by embedding of the circular patches on
dipole arms, although the overall “volume” circumscribing
the two-antenna configuration remains unchanged (see Fig.
2(b) and Fig. 2(d)).

3 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the spatial patterns of time-
averaged Poynting localized energy around two-port an-
tenna systems comprised of either narrow-band or UWB
dipoles. Employing an in-house FDTD methodology,
we specifically demonstrated that the spatial distribution
(or “pattern”) of time-averaged near-zone localized en-
ergy is considerably shaped by either the relative antenna-
orientations or by modifications on the radiating structure
topology. This appears to happen even though the tradi-
tional reflection coefficient (i.e. |S11|) or port-to-port mu-
tual coupling (i.e. |S21|) responses may not be dramatically
different. Note that, the time-domain antenna reactive en-
ergy computed via FDTD-IDM principle (see [12]) does not
provide any spatial features or patterns, in contrast to the
proposed Poynting localized energy approach which seems
to reflect hidden feature in the antenna system overlooked
in previous investigations. It is anticipated that such ob-
servations pertaining to Poynting localized energy distribu-
tions will become critical for the optimal design of highly-
directive wireless devices, efficient energy harvesting sys-
tems, and distributed sensor-nodes having several antennas
packed within a compact volume.
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